In this paper, we estimate the order of growth of the solutions of the equation f (kz) = kf (z)f (z) and investigate the periodicity of the solutions in the case k = 3, which give an answer to the question proposed by Beardon (Comput. Methods Funct. Theory 12(1): [273][274][275][276][277][278] 2012). MSC: 30D35; 30D45
Introduction and main results
As entire functions z, sin z, sinh z are solutions of the equation f (z) = f (z)f (z), Beardon [] studied entire solutions of the generalized functional equation
where k is a non-zero complex number. Obviously, two formal power series f and g are linearly conjugate if there is a non-zero c such that g(x) = cf (x/c), and if f satisfies (.). Firstly, we define some notations as in the paper [] . The formal series O and I are defined by O :=  + z + z  + · · · , I :=  + z + z  + z  + · · · . We also introduce sets
Obviously, K p contains exactly p points which are equally spaced around the circle |z| = R p , where R p = (p + ) /p >  and R p ∈ K p . Also, since x - log(x + ) is decreasing when
x > , we see that R  =  > R  =  > · · · > , and R p →  as p → ∞. In particular, the sets K p are mutually disjoint, and the derived set of K is the unit circle {z : |z| = }. Using the above notations, Beardon obtained the following two main results for the entire solutions of equation (.).
Theorem A Any transcendental solution f of (.) is of the form 
which is a solution of (.) for each k in K p . Further, if k ∈ K p then the only transcendental solutions of (.) are the linear conjugates of F p .
Based on the above two known results, we use the value distribution theory in q-difference (see, e.g., [-]), which is analogue of the classical Nevanlinna theory of meromorphic functions (see, e.g., [-]), to study the properties of solutions of (.). We get the upper bound of the order of solutions (see [] ).
Theorem  Suppose that f is a transcendental solution of
In particular, when k = , the order of solutions of f (z) = f (z)f (z) is not more than log / log . In Section  of the paper [], Beardon also studied the periodicity of the solutions of equation (.). Although the solutions of (.) are periodic when k = ± (that is, p = ), he proved that the periodicity fails when p ≥ , see [, Theorem .]. But the case p =  (that is, k = ) remains open. Here we shall prove that the periodicity also fails for the remaining case.
Theorem  The solution f of equation (.) is not periodic when k = .
From Theorem , we know that the order of the transcendental solution f is not more than  when k = . This coincides with the fact that the transcendental solutions are sin z and sinh z, the order of which are . Naturally we ask: Is the order of transcendental solutions of equation (.) exactly log / log |k|? That means we have to estimate the lower bound of the order of solutions. Unfortunately, we do not get the expected lower bound since we meet difficulties when using T(r, f ) to bound T(r, f ), because for any given positive constant K , there exists an entire function f with order λ for which 
Some lemmas
In this paper we use the standard notations in the Nevanlinna theory (see, e.g., 
then the order of growth of f satisfies 
Proof of theorems
Proof of Theorem  By the definition of K, we know that |k| > . Thus, by Lemma . we have
and by (.), we can get
Combining the two inequalities above and simplifying T(r, f (z)) by T(r, f ), we have
By Theorem B, we know that the solution f is entire. Since for the entire function f its derivative is also entire, we have Applying Lemma . yields λ(f ) ≤ log  log |k| .
Proof of Theorem  Theorem  follows from Theorem  and Lemma ..
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